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Summary

The SSH configuration of OpenScape 4000 supports deprecated key exchange algorithms using sha-1, that may allow an attacker to compromise key exchange while a SSH session is established. It affects OpenScape 4000 versions V10, V8 and earlier versions, refer to the details listed below.

The vulnerability is rated medium.

Details

The SSH configuration supports a number of key exchange algorithms including strong algorithms that are considered secure. If both communication parties support strong algorithms they are preferred when a session is established. The existence of deprecated algorithms in the default configuration may allow an attacker to force endpoints to choose weaker algorithms instead and exploit weaknesses of the respective protocols. As SSH interfaces should be restricted to internal protected networks this weakness will be difficult to exploit and effort is considered high. SSH provides strong protection against cipher downgrade attacks, thus offering outdated ciphers on a SSH server bears low risk, if SSH clients all support a secure cipher suite in common with the server.

The affected algorithms are not recommended any longer hence they will be removed in the SSH configuration for OpenScape 4000 V10 and V8.

CVSS3.1 Base score: 7.6

CVSS3.1 Temporal score: 6.6

Affected Products

Not affected:
OpenScape 4000 V10 platform

Affected
OpenScape 4000 V10 Assistant (Fix available in V10 R0.28.1)
OpenScape 4000 V10 CSTA (Fix is available in V10 R0.28.1)
OpenScape 4000 V8 (Fixes are planned until early Q1/2021)
OpenScape 4000 earlier versions (no fixes are planned)
Recommended Actions

Recommendations:

- Implement the provided updates for OpenScape V10 and V8 for the affected components
- Do not publicly expose SSH interfaces to the internet without additional protection in place (e.g. an overlay IPSec connection)
- If you connect from a SSH Client, disable key exchange algorithms that support sha-1
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